
Riverdale 
 

Riverdale is an American teen drama television series produced by Warner Bros. This series              
takes place in Vancouver, British Columbia. The broadcasting started in 2015. The main             
actors are Archie Andrews playing a character with the name as him, Lili Reinhart as Betty                
Cooper, Camila Mendes as Veronica Lodge, and Cole Sprouse as Jughead Jones. The cast              
also features Madelaine Petsch as Cheryl Blossom, Ashleigh Murray as Josie McCoy and             
Casey Cott as Kevin Keller. I chose this serie because, two years ago when I was in                 
Budapest for three months with my friends Solenn, she showed me the trailer, and it was                
very funny. The story was a amusing. It was also nice to watch as a and I have kept on                    
watching it.  
 
In this series, there are a lot of seasons (4) with many episodes. The story can change very                  
fast, but it talks about teenagers in the town of Riverdale. All the young people study in the                  
city’s high school. The story starts with the death of Jason Blossom. After that, the city is                 
haunted by a serial killer "the black hood" who is the father of a main character of the series.                   
His teenage daughter Betty and her boyfriend Jug investigate and try to solve all the               
murders. Another character Archie is threatened by the father of his girlfriend : Veronica              
Lodge. A game that already existed when the parents of the teenagers were teenagers,              
reappears in the series. It is a dangerous game which leads to many deaths and murders.                
Betty and Jug keep on investigating until the end to find the culprits and are helped by their                  
faithful friends.  
 
 
It is a very interesting series which mostly concerns teenagers. It is very engaging : there is a                  
lot of suspense, and a lot of changes with lots of new developments. 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 


